Directions to 69 Huntersfield Road, Delmar, NY

There are two options, assuming you start at the campus:

1). Take Lark Street south; it will become Delaware Avenue. Follow Delaware for about five miles through Elsmere and Delmar until you reach the corner of Delaware and Elm Avenues; turn left. Follow Elm Avenue for about three-quarters of a mile to Axbridge Lane (just before the Delmar Bypass – NY 32); turn left. Take the first right off Axbridge Lane – this Huntersfield Road. Our house is less than a tenth of mile on the left.

2). Get on Interstate 787 south. (One way to get on 787 is to take Madison Avenue to Empire Plaza – turn left, go to the bottom of the hill, and then go under the complex). Interstate 787 ends at the intersection of Interstate 87 (The Northway) and NY 9W. Take 9W toward Delmar. After about a mile and a half, take the exit onto NY 32 – also toward Delmar. Go about 3.25 miles to Elm Avenue; turn right. Take your first right onto Axbridge Lane, then your first right onto Huntersfield Road. Our house is less than a tenth of a mile on the left.

3). If you need help, please call us at 518-478-9599.
Here's a map of our neighborhood…

and here's our house (though the door and lights around it have been replaced since this picture):